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MM Nastrorosa Eurosaf Mixed Double European
Championship

Question for Officials

Date: 2022-05-04

Question No: 01
Question For: Race Committee

Question:
Good morning, 

I have a few questions regarding the following points of the Sailing Instructions.

1.6 I am unable to find the Figaro 3 class rules. Can you please provide a copy or a link where competitors can find them?
This is not an issue for the OA but a copy of Figaro3 Class Rules has been posted on ONB

7. "FI. C" flag mentioned as starting flag is the Figaro 3 class flag?
NO. In SI 7 it's "Class Flag is the F I.C." which means "Class Flag is the F International Code" 

12. Are competitors allowed to protest each other for rule infringement about  "AREAS THAT ARE OBSTRUCTIONS"?
See SI 12

19.6 Beverage reserves: the minimum authorized amount of beverage onboard is set at 90 liters. Considering the race time limit
(100 hours), it means more than 10 liters per person per day. Offshore special regulations, for cat 0 (higher category than the one
of this race) require 3 liters per day per person. I don't know what Figaro class rules say about this but I believe it is not that
different. Therefore I kindly request to change the minimum amount to 25 liters.
Permission is granted to reduce the minimum quantity of beverage on board from 90 lit to 25 lit. This is NOT including
the 30 lit in the survival water jerrycan. 

Thank you
Cecilia Zorzi

Answer:
A1. This is not an issue for the OA but a copy of Figaro3 Class Rules has been posted on ONB
A2. NO. In SI 7 it's "Class Flag is the F I.C." which means "Class Flag is the F International Code"
A3. See SI 12
A4. Permission is granted to reduce the minimum quantity of beverage on board from 90 lit to 25 lit. This is NOT
including the 30 lit in the survival water jerrycan. 
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